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Webinar tips • Mute microphones if using

• Do not put us on hold

• Expand/contract view: use full screen icon

• ESC key to exit full screen mode

• Using demo system data

• Your system views may vary

Ask questions at any time. 

TIP: Write them down!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok, here are some tips to get your through our webinar today. If you haven’t already, please mute your phone using the mute button on your phone or press *6 (star, 6) to mute and again to unmute. Also please don’t put us on hold, or we will have trouble hearing over the hold music.  Ask questions using the chat feature or over the phone. I will pause after various sections for questions as well.  If you are wondering about something, chances are someone else would like to know the answer as well.  In order to see the presentation in the full screen mode, click the full screen icon at the top right of the meeting window. To exit full screen mode, click the icon again, or press the “ESC” key.  For this session, we are using screens from our demonstration system, so your system views may vary depending on your type of cards and the features your organization has implemented.
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Learning objectives
At the end of this session, you will be able to:

• Create and maintain cardholder accounts

• Understand what to do if you need to create or maintain  

multiple card accounts

• Create and maintain user profiles

• Set up a Point of Contact

• View account information, including cardholder and managing 

accounts

• Update My Personal Information areas, including alerts and 

notifications

• Locate training resources
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The difference between accounts and users

Account
• 16-digit numbers to make and manage 

purchases

• Can be plastic or virtual

• Separate from a user profile

Users
• ID to log in and complete tasks in Access 

Online

• Separate from an account, but the two can 

be connected

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we get into card accounts, I’d like to spend a few minutes clarifying the difference between a card account and a user profile in Access Online terminology.The set up of a cardholder account is to request a sixteen-digit number that organizations use to make and manage purchases. The set up of a user profile is to give a person an ID and login credentials so they can complete tasks in Access Online such as viewing statements, maintaining credit limits, or running reports. Users can have access to multiple accounts depending on their role.Setting up accounts and users are independent of one another.  A cardholder isn’t necessarily a user. For example, some organizations have their cardholders complete any transaction or expense management in a totally different system, and so the cardholder never needs to go into Access Online. If tasks for your card program will take place within Access Online, the cardholder will need to self-register to set up their own user profile (We will cover this shortly).A user does not have to be a cardholder. For example, someone may have a user profile to manage the card program, view/approve statements and run reports. Next Slide
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Create a card account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s get started by talking about how to create a card account.Next Slide
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Cardholder information
• Full name

• Email address

• Type of card

• Hierarchy

• Default accounting codes

What information is 

needed to set up a card 

account?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your first step to set up a card account is to know the basic information about your cardholder. This includes their full name, email address, the type of card they need, and their hierarchy and default accounting codes.The process to gather this information is typically done outside of Access Online. Once you have this information, you are ready to set up a card account in Access Online.Next Slide
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Access Online Home screen

Click Account Administration.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This course shows the entire card setup process end to end. If your organization uses a workflow where different staff set up and approve pieces of this process, please see the web-based training site for more information. Now, let’s get started…from the Access Online Home screen, click Account Administration along the left navigation pane. Next Slide 
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Create New Cardholder Account
Click Create New Cardholder Account.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Then click Create New Cardholder Account.
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Define Product Settings

Click Search if you need to look up the 

processing hierarchy.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice at the top of the screen, there are four steps to the process. When you are on a particular step, the number displays in dark blue or bold type. When you are finished with it, the number changes to a check mark.On the Define Product Settings screen, you will indicate the processing hierarchy for this account. The hierarchy identifies the type of card and where it belongs in your organization’s structure. It’s how Access Online knows that this card belongs to your organization, what type of card to physically create, and what department it belongs to for routing and reporting purposes. It also identifies the managing account to which this card will belong.First, there is a drop-down menu for selecting the “bank” of the hierarchy. This directly applies to the type of product. Is this going to be a purchase card, a one card, a travel card, a fleet card? You will be able to select from the available product types. If you only have one product type, you will only have that one option.You can type the agent and company numbers in here, or you can click Search to look them up.Let’s click Search to look up a hierarchy. Next Slide
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Search for hierarchy

Click Search

Select Division or Department

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the Search screen. From the Hierarchy Level drop down menu, select Company or another level at which your managing accounts reside. Then click Search.Next Slide
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Confirm position

Choose the appropriate hierarchy. Click Confirm.

Show names

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The results display on the lower portion of the screen.This is a list of hierarchies that you can access depending on your role in your organization. Click Show All Hierarchy Names to view the names of the hierarchies below the numbers. If yours are not named, contact your Account Coordinator to help you set them up.When you are first starting out, become familiar with all your hierarchies, or managing accounts so that you know which ones to use for setting up card accounts. Some people keep them on a spreadsheet if they have a lot of them for their organization. These are communicated in Program Guides upon implementation.Click the radio button of the hierarchy you want and then click on the Confirm button.Facilitator Note: If someone asks – what if the hierarchy that I am looking for is not available?It could be for two reasons.The first reason is that the hierarchy may not be attached to your user profile. You can call the technical help desk to verify your hierarchy setup. Another Program Administrator at your organization can add the hierarchy to your user profile.The second reason is that the hierarchy may not exist in Access Online and a new one needs to be set up. If you need a new hierarchy at the Agent level, contact your Account Coordinator. If you need a new hierarchy at the Company or managing account level, either contact your Account Coordinator, or if your organization has access, set up a new managing account, during which process you will create the new hierarchy.Next Slide
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Define Product Settings continued

Click Next.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, you can assign this account to an individual or to a group, such as a department. You can go back and change this assignment any time before you submit the account information; however, once it has been submitted and saved, this field is not editable.You also have the option to send a physical card. This defaults to ‘yes’ but can be changed if you want to use a virtual account without a physical card, for example for people doing all their purchasing online.  Then click Next.Next Slide
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Using a template
Step 2 is to Create the New Account.

You may have the option to use a template 

with pre-filled fields for common information 

such as a business address. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Notice at the top of the screen that step 1 is now checked, and the table displays showing the information you have entered. There is an Edit button available if you need to go back and make changes. Here, you can select a template and apply it to this account. Templates pre-fill some of the fields for you, such as a work address or spend controls. The dropdown menu includes all templates associated with the card’s Processing Hierarchy.There is information about using templates in the Cardholder Account Setup and Maintenance User Guide on the web-based training site. For now, we will create a card without using a template.Next Slide 
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Enter Account Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now you are ready to start entering account information. Note, there are some optional fields available on this form. If you click the Show All Optional Fields link, the screen will display all of the optional field sections so that you don’t have to open them individually. This is a long form with many sections. Each section is expandable and collapsible by clicking on the plus and minus icons next to the section headings. Clicking on the little blue i icons displays additional information about a field. In the Account Owner’s Information, type the cardholder’s first and last name and the optional middle initial.The Organization Name pulls from the managing account, but you can change it here if you want. This is the second line of embossing on the card. There is a character limit of 19 alphanumeric characters.  Let’s scroll down this page…Next Slide
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Account Owner’s Information – Mailing Address
Note: this address is used for zip code entry 

for purchases or authentication with 

Customer Service. 

Most organizations have turned on email 

domain restrictions, which means the 

emails entered in the system must have 

certain domains. For example, must be a 

work email not a gmail address. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Mailing Address section, enter the cardholder’s mailing address, their work phone number and email address. Usually this is the address to which the card is mailed. If your organization has chosen different mailing options, then the card will be mailed based on your special processing orders.What you enter HERE for the zip code is what cardholders need to use when asked for the zip code when making purchases online or at a gas pump. Also, the work phone number here is what cardholders need to provide for authentication when calling Customer Service.Enter the email. Most organizations have turned on email domain restrictions, which means the emails entered in the system must have certain domains. For example, must be a work email not a gmail address. There are two optional fields where your organization can enter information specific to your organization. For example, sometimes one of these fields is used for an Employee ID number or a number called a DODAAC.There is an optional field for comments.Next Slide
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Account Owner’s Information – optional fields

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are a few more optional fields that are available. The fields may look different for you based on your set up. This section could include a Social Security Number or event planning fields such as location, purpose and Number Attending. It could have a Department Number and phone number fields. Or sometimes it could have an alternate mailing address section here in case you want cards mailed to a Program Administrator or AOPC/Program Administrator instead of directly to a cardholder. To open and close this section, click on the Optional Fields link.
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Legal Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next section is called Legal Information.This section is required to comply with government regulations for all financial institutions to gather information about cardholders, even when they are billed through your organization.Enter the legal first, middle and last name of the cardholder. The date of birth is optional.Also include the legal residential address of the cardholder. If it’s the same as the mailing address you just entered above, you can select to use the Mailing Address. There is also a section for comments.
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Account Details

Open the Optional Fields to specify 

a date range for the card to be 

used. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next section is the account details section.  Here you can see the cycle date and expiration date for the card. Next, if your organization has opted to have expedited delivery available, this section includes the options for Standard or Expedited delivery. If there is a charge for expedited delivery, the charge appears here. If your organization has chosen to only have standard delivery, then you won’t see Delivery Options here.You may also have the options to have convenience checks for this account and to add any comments.The optional fields for this section include a reporting hierarchy. Many government organizations use the reporting hierarchy to closely align with their organizational structure rather than the processing hierarchy. If this is the case, complete these fields. If you use a system called Insights on Demand, then it’s very important to enter the reporting hierarchy here.At the bottom of the section, you can specify dates for when the card can be used. The card can only then be used for transactions between the start and end dates that you specify. For example, if you have a contractor or temporary employee who is starting September 1st and will be done by December 31st, you can specify those dates, and the card will be active only during that time frame.  If you have a permanent employee who is starting September 1st, you can enter the start date and leave the end date blank.  Next Slide
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Default Accounting Code

Enter the default accounting code 

per your organization’s accounting 

structure.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, you can enter a default accounting code for the account. This section is optional. If your organization does not use Transaction Management, then you do not need to set up default accounting codes in this section.The default accounting code is automatically applied to each transaction for this account. Your organization can choose to have cardholders reallocate to a different accounting code as needed through transaction management. The structure of the accounting code is set up by your organization and requires different segments with specific character limits. This example from our demo system requires a project, business unit, index, cost center, and general ledger. Again, this is only an example. You will see fields here that match the structure of your organization. If there is a search icon next to the field, such as on the right, you can click it and select the appropriate option from a Valid Values list rather than having to have it memorized.  An example of a Valid Values list is shown here at the bottom of the screen for the GL account.
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Authorization Limits

Click Show Optional Fields to see and set 

additional spend control limits.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next section is Authorization Limits.  Enter the credit limit, and single purchase limit.Enter any cash withdrawal limit as a percentage of the total credit limit. Convenience checks are part of the cash limit, so any account that will be using convenience checks is recommended to have 100% allotment for cash.�You can click Show Optional Fields to set additional spend control limits. Let’s take a look at what you will see when you click this.   Next Slide
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Spend 

Controls 

Limits

For spend controls, when a transaction is made, the 

system applies FIRST the controls that are on the 

card account

If you select here to use values from the managing 

account, the system THEN applies the controls that 

are on the managing account. 

If you do not select these, the system ONLY looks at 

the controls on the card account.

If ALL of this card account’s controls should align 

with the managing account, then leave these check 

marks in place and nothing further is required in 

this section.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is where you can set any additional spend control limits at the card account level. For spend controls, when a transaction is made, the system will apply FIRST the controls that are on the card account. If you select here to use values from the managing account, the system THEN applies the controls that are on the managing account. If you do not select the managing account options, the system ONLY looks at the controls on the card account.If ALL of this card account’s controls should align with the managing account (which usually they do), then leave these check marks selected, and nothing further is required in this section.If your organization has made it available, you can set different controls at the card level. You can set daily, cycle, monthly, quarterly or yearly dollar amount or number of transactions limits. You can also set a a custom dollar or number transaction limit and enter a date range for that limit. For example, some organizations use this for weekly limits. At the bottom of the section, you can set Merchant Authorization Controls for your cardholders. This controls the merchants at which purchases can be made and blocks transactions at non-approved merchants.For example, if a cardholder has a card that should be used for purchasing, but is not for travel, you could set the controls to decline transactions in Merchant Category Code groups like airlines, hotels and rental cars.Or another example when you would use this section is for forced authorizations. For example, if a transaction is being declined at a merchant, you can come in here and add the merchant category code for that merchant to unblock the transaction.                                                                                                                                                                                                                             To begin that process, you’d click on the magnifying glass next to the Control and Description field.Next Slide
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Merchant Authorization Control
You can search for an MAC using the 

name, description, MCC or MCC 

description.

Don’t enter multiple search info.

Enter search criteria above and 

click Search. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have clicked the magnifying glass, here is where you can search and select merchant authorization controlsThe top section allows you to search by merchant authorization control name. Type the MAC name, which could be a Merchant Category Code GROUP, or the single Merchant Category Code (MCC). If you only want to add the MAC for one single MCC, this is the place where you’d enter it.  If you enter it in the MCC field, it pulls up all MACs that have that MCC in it, and you just have to search through the list for the one with ONLY that MCC.�Or you can type a MAC description.�The middle section allows you to enter one or more merchant category codes. It will pull up ALL groups and single MCCs that include the MCCs you entered in the field. �The bottom section allows you to search by merchant type. That’s what we chose in this example by clicking the check boxes for Airline and Hotels. It will pull up all MACs that include MCCs for those merchant types.You have several search options, here – just don’t combine them and enter multiple search informationAfter making our selections we click on Search.Next Slide
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Search results
You can add up to 9 MACs in total from the 

search results. Selected MACs will be added 

to the gray bar above the list.

Note that some high-risk merchant 

categories such as gift cards or jewelry 

stores may not be available for 

removal/inclusion. PAs should contact 

their Account Coordinator.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The MACs that match your search appear in an ALL Results table. You can select “choose sort options” to further sort the list. Click the MACs you want to add to the card account. You can select up to nine of them. Your selected MACs display in the gray bar at the top. In this example, you can see that Hotels and Airlines have been selected and appear in the Results section. So, you can select up to 7 more controls.
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View MCC details

Click Show Details for a full list of the MCCs and 

descriptions in the Merchant Category Code Group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can click the Show Details link to display a full list of MCCs and descriptions that are included in that Merchant Category Code Group.When you’ve made all of your selections, Click Confirm at the bottom of the screen.
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Select an Authorization Action

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After clicking on the Confirm button you are returned to the Merchant Authorization Control section, which now displays the control and description. You are not done yet. Your next step is to select the Authorization Action – you will choose approve, decline or open.Choose Approve if you want the transactions at this merchant to go through.Choose Decline if you want the transactions at this merchant to be blocked.Choose Open if you normally block transactions at this merchant at the managing account level, but you want them to go through for this card account.From the drop-down menu under Use Managing Account MAC as MAC,  you can select Yes or No. This identifies whether or not you want the system to use the Merchant Authorization Controls set at the managing account level.Select No if this MAC is on the managing account but you want the card account MAC to do something different.Generally, you will select No here.Although this seems simple, it can get a little confusing. 
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Add the MAC

Don’t forget to click Add!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t forget to click Add after you have made your selections. Then click Next.Organizations typically have standard MACs used all the time on the managing account or cardholder account. So find out from a colleague or Account Coordinator at the bank what you should use, then write it down or create a template for it. That way it makes it easier when you have to fill out this section.
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Create a user ID for this cardholder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last step on the account information screen is to select to set up a user id for the cardholder. Enter the user id information if desired, then click Next.
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Review Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 3 of creating a new account is a review of all the information you just entered. There are edit links in each section if you need to make any changes. If everything looks correct, scroll to the bottom and click Submit. Next Slide
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Confirmation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 4 of creating a new account is a confirmation that the request has been submitted.  You will see a confirmation with a Job Number which you may want to record for future reference.You then have the option to create another cardholder account by clicking Create New or click Exit to perform other tasks in Access Online.  
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Automated email sent to the cardholder
Once the overnight process has created the account, it will be tied to the user ID using the Job ID displayed on the 

last screen. The existing system generated email messages will facilitate the secure distribution of user credentials:

First email – user ID creation and information Second email – temporary password
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Request Status queue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To view your card requests, click on Request Status Queue in the left navigation pane.  The status will change once the setup is complete, which typically takes 24-48 hours.  You can view creations/changes here for 14 days. Cardholders will receive their card within 5-7 calendar days or if they are overseas it may take a little longer. When they receive the card, they should activate it and complete the Online Registration process to be able to log in to Access Online. Next SlideFacilitator note if people ask:The other queue, the Active Work Queue, is for requests that have been “saved for later” and not yet submitted to the bank.(If someone asks: Cards can be sent to a single address for distribution.)
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Knowledge Check Question (1)

Which of these is a valid reason to set different MCC/MAC controls at the cardholder 

account level?

A. The account should have the same controls as the managing account

B. The account should have different controls than the managing account

C. The account should have no controls

D. The managing account controls are incorrect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s check your knowledge! Next slide
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Knowledge Check Answer (1)

Which of these is a valid reason to set different MCC/MAC controls at the cardholder 

account level?

A. The account should have the same controls as the managing account

B. The account should have different controls than the managing account

C. The account should have no controls

D. The managing account controls are incorrect

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s check your knowledge! Next slide
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Maintain a card account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We just took a look at creating a new cardholder account, now let’s look at making some updates to an existing cardholder account.  Next Slide
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Common cardholder account maintenance scenarios

Increase credit limit or single purchase limit

Change Merchant Authorization Controls

Edit Mailing address or contact information

Change account status or terminate account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are common reasons why an AOPC/Program Administrator would need to edit a cardholder account, which I will show you today. Perhaps you need to…[Click] Read slide…Next Slide
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Maintain a cardholder account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the Account Administration page, select Maintain Cardholder Account on the right side of the screen.Next Slide
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Find Account screen

*

Use different criteria to search such as email address 

or managing account information

The “wildcard” symbol for searching in Account 

Administration is an asterisk in the Last name 

field.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Find Account screen appears. Search for the account using the Cardholder Account Number’s last 4 digits, Account ID, or the First or Last Name. The Account ID is a 12 digit unique number assigned to cardholder or managing accounts. It allows you to identify accounts without using a card number. The Unique Account Id, is a 16 digit unique number assigned to cardholder or managing accounts. This number can be used for file processes when you need to use 16 digits for an account number but cannot use the actual number listed on the cards for payment card industry compliance reasons.You can use the Show/Hide Search Criteria link to select more search options such as email address or managing account information. Let’s do a search by cardholder name.  We want to take a look at all our account holders so enter the wildcard, which is an asterisk, in the Cardholder Account Name field and click on the Search button.Next Slide
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Search results - Show/Hide Data

Select the additional fields to display and 

click Save Settings.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After clicking Search, a list of your results will appear. You can change the types of information that appear on the list as well as the sorting on the list. Click the Show/Hide Data link, and you will see a dropdown list with options of what to display on the list. Select your options and save the settings for future use if you want. Click on the Show/Hide Data link again to close the window.You also can click the link to Choose your Sort Options for the page so that you can change the order of the items on the list. Next Slide
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Selecting a cardholder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click the radio button for the cardholder account that you wish to maintain, then scroll down to the bottom of the screen and click the Confirm button to go to the Account Profile screen.Next Slide
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Account status

Click the pencil icon next any field to edit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A summary of the account appears at the top. That’s where you can edit the processing hierarchy for the card. Any field with a pen icon is an editable field, meaning you can update the information. Let’s say you want to close an account. Click the pen next to Account Status – Open. This will open the details of the Account Status.Next Slide
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Optional settings

Choose a status from the drop-down menu or 

select Show Optional Settings.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The account status is Open. By clicking on the dropdown arrow you can change the status. You can also click on the Show Optional Settings link to set a date for the status change. Let’s click on that.Next Slide
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Account status maintenance

DO NOT CLICK the X to close blue box 

after a change is made. Scroll the 

bottom of the screen and click Next to 

save the change.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you click Show Optional Settings, you can enter start and end dates for a particular status. If you select V9, you can have the card temporarily closed for the period of time you specify, then it will automatically re-open. If you want to choose an effective date when changing the account status, choose your effective date first, before changing the status. If not, the status will not change. Select V9 to Voluntarily close the card. If you choose this status, the card can be re-opened.Select T9 to Terminate the card. If you choose this status, the card will be closed and cannot be re-opened.If you don’t use effective dates, the change takes effect right away.Also note when you are maintaining a card account, when you make a change in a blue box like this, leave the blue box OPEN. If you close it, the system will NOT capture your changes. You need to click Next at the bottom of the very bottom of page before moving on. Next SlideFacilitator note: If someone asks when the change will happen for effective dating maintenance: According to the business rules for effective dating, the system will process the effective date requests on the effective date as soon as TSYS (the back end processing system) becomes available for processing after their nightly updates. For example, if an effective date request were to start tomorrow 12/19, the request will be processed after tonight’s (12/18) nightly update.
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Credit Limit

Click the pencil icon next to Credit Limit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another option from the Account Overview is to update the credit limit.  Click the pen next to Credit Limit.Next Slide
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Credit Limit maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is where you can enter a new credit limit.Again, if you wish to set specific dates to apply to this change, you can click on Show Optional Settings and use the calendar icons to enter the start and end effective dates. If you enter dates, remember to enter the dates before changing the dollar amount. Click on the Next button on the lower part of the screen to advance to save your change. Next Slide
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Single Purchase Limit

Click the pencil icon to edit the 

Single Purchase Limit. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, click the pen next to Single Purchase Limit.Next Slide
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Single Purchase Limit maintenance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can enter a new single purchase limit here. If needed, you can use the calendar icons to enter an effective start and end date.Be sure to leave the box open if you are changing the limit and click on the Next button at the bottom of the page.Next Slide
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Account Owner’s Information 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a look at updating an address. Scroll down to the Account Owner’s Information. Click the pen next to mailing address. Here is where you can enter the mailing address.You also can enter effective dates by clicking the Show Optional Settings. Remember to enter the dates first and then change the address information.Next Slide
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Account Details section 

tasks
Request a PIN for a cardholder

Re-order a card

Order convenience checks

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the Account Details section, there are several tasks you can do.You can request a PIN for a cardholder who needs it. PINs are sometimes required for purchases outside the United States. Sometimes cardholders hang up when activating their card before selecting a PIN. Online, there is the option to change it, but that doesn’t help if they haven’t set it up yet. You can re-order a physical card for a person. For example, if their card was damaged and does not work any more. Note that for lost or stolen cards, the cardholder needs to report it lost or stolen and have it completely replaced with a new account number. So don’t use this process for lost or stolen cards.Also, you can order convenience checks here if they are used on the cardholder account.
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Updating other information Any cardholder account information can be updated in a 

similar manner by clicking the plus sign to open that 

section of information.

Note that some high-risk merchant 

categories such as gift cards or jewelry 

stores may not be available for 

removal/inclusion. PAs should contact 

their Account Coordinator.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scrolling down the page each of these sections can be expanded and edited.  When you are finished working on this page you click on the Submit button to take you to the Review page.Next Slide
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Account Profile - Review After you make your changes, you will be directed to a 

review page. Click Submit when you have verified the new 

information. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Account Profile Review page will lists what you changed.  You will be able to review all your changes before you submit them. And then click Submit.Next Slide
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Knowledge Check Question (2)

What should you always do in the little blue box if you want your 

update/maintenance changes to be saved?

A. Copy and paste it

B. Leave it open

C. Select effective dates

D. Click the X to close it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s check your knowledge! What should you always do in the little blue box if you want your update or maintenance changes to be saved?Next slide
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Knowledge Check Answer (2)

What should you always do in the little blue box if you want your 

update/maintenance changes to be saved?

A. Copy and paste it

B. Leave it open

C. Select effective dates

D. Click the X to close it

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s check your knowledge! What should you always do in the little blue box if you want your update or maintenance changes to be saved?Next slide
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Using the Mobile App

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Program Administrators can use the mobile app for several card maintenance tasks.Next Slide
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Access Online PA Mobile App
The maintenance activities available will allow Program Administrators to quickly respond to urgent situations on 

their mobile device.
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Search and select cardholder account
You can view or complete 

maintenance on the account.

1. Enter criteria 

and click 

Search

2. Select the 

account to view
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Change account status
Status Options:

V9 – Temporary closure, card can be 

re-opened

T9 – Permanent closure, card can’t 

be re-opened

1. Click Update 2. Select a status
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Change credit limit or single purchase limit

For accounts with pending 

(workflow) status, changes will 

not occur until final approval is 

received

1. Click Manage limits
2. Enter a new limit and click 

Update
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Setting up and maintaining multiple cards

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a process for when you have multiple cards to set up all at one time.Next Slide
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Set up multiple new card accounts

Bulk Account Setup 

• Requires Managed File Services (MFS) connection

• Requires a Data Exchange mailbox

• File specs are available

Account Coordinator assistance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Multiple new card accounts can be set up by a person in your organization with appropriate permissions and with your bank Account Coordinator.  Bulk account setup requires a Managed File Services connection, and these will be processed through your Access Online Data Exchange email box. If you have multiple cards to set up, contact your Account Coordinator, and they will send you the Excel Spreadsheet to complete.Once you send this to the Account Coordinator, your accounts should be set up within 5-7 business days.Next SlideFacilitator note: For bulk account setup through the MFS/Data Exchange process, the following types of accounts are out of scope:Payment PluseCommerce accounts, eProcurement accountsCTS (all variations)Expanded Limits and Diversion accountsHR Integration/ACSIRush card requestsAbility to add Training Certificate
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Maintaining multiple cards 

Make changes to cards by Selecting 

Hierarchy Position or Selecting 

Individual Accounts. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can maintain multiple cards at one time under Account Administration. For example if there is a natural disaster, and you want to increase everyone’s single purchase limit by $1,000 – this is how you do it.Updates can be made by selecting the hierarchy position or the individual accounts.  We will click on the Selecting Hierarchy Position link. Next Slide
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Maintain Multiple Cards 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Maintain Multiple Cardholder Accounts: Summary and Tasks screen displays.Both hierarchy position or the individual accounts allow you to complete the same task options.  We can update demographic, account and fleet information as well as the default accounting code and authorization limits. These maintenance tasks are done in the same way that they are done for individual cardholders, the changes are just applicable to multiple cards. Keep in mind that this function is best used for multiple card accounts whose information will be the same (business address, credit limit, etc).There is detailed information available in the Cardholder Account Setup and Maintenance user guide.Next Slide
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Setting up user profiles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at how to set up user profiles.Next Slide
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Information to know 

to set up a new user

Personal information (Who is the user?)

─ User ID format

─ One-time use password

Account access (Which accounts should the user be able 

to access?)

─ Card accounts as assigned

─ Hierarchy level

• Processing

• Reporting

Functional Entitlement Group (What privileges is the user 

allowed?)

─ What functions does the user need to do in 

Access Online?

I need to know what 

information is needed to 

set up a new user.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To set up a user profile you first will need to gather some personal information about the user. It is important to know what format to use for the User ID. Some organizations have a standard User ID format such as the email address or some part of the person’s name. Other organizations use unique formats for each User ID.  An example is a First and Middle initial and last name.You will also need to provide the person with a one-time use password. Next, you need to know which accounts the person should be able to access. What card accounts should be assigned to the person to view transactions and statements? What processing and reporting hierarchy levels should be assigned to the person?You also need to know their Functional Entitlement Group, or what privileges are they allowed in the system and what functions do they need to be able to do in Access Online?When you have this information, then you are ready to being setting up the User Profile.Next Slide
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System administration link from the home page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
User profiles are found in System Administration. On the left navigation pane, click System Administration.Next Slide
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User profiles link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The User Profile link is where you go to create or modify a use profile information. Click User Profile.Next Slide
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Set up a new user link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here you can either search for an existing user to view/modify or click the link to set up a new user. We are going to set up a new user. Click the Setup a new user link.Next Slide
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Enter login 

information

Step 1 of 3:

Entering the user’s:

- Login information

- Approval selections

- Functional Entitlement 

Group

- Accounting Code View

Check box to email 

credentials.

Email domain may be restricted to 

work email address

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is the User Profiles page where you will enter the basic login information as step one of two, to setting up a new user. The User Access Status will default to Active. Enter the person’s last name, first name, and middle initial and email address.Note that the email domain may be restricted to a work email address. So for example, you may not be able to enter a gmail address. If you use the PIEE system, this email must match what is in PIEE for single sign on to Access Online.Then create a User ID for the user. Click the Data Exchange Batch Script option if the person will be working with data exchange. (This is where users can find file uploads between the bank/the organization, or scheduled reports). Create a one-time use password in the Password field, which the user will change to a unique password upon their first login. You can click the i for information icon to see password or passcode requirements. They are stringent for security purposes. Check the box if you want to email login credentials to the user through a systemic email.This screen also tells you that if a person does not use Access Online, or is inactive for 90 days, the User ID will expire. (This time frame may vary by organization.)Next Slide
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Approval selections For the Transaction Approval Process 

(TAP), set up approvers here to have 

access to the Manager Approval 

Queue. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This section is used to set up approvers for the Transaction Approval Process where approvers have access to the Manager Approval Queue. If you use a statement approval or certification process where transactions as well as the entire statements are approved, you do not use this section to set up your approvers.The bank enables settings for cardholders to approve or final approve transactions (including dollar amount restrictions) so you don’t have select any options here for cardholders.You see boxes to select if the person is going to be an Approval Manager or Final Approval Manager allowing them to approve transactions. Select Approval Manager if there are additional approvals needed above this person. When this person approves a transaction, the transaction moves to an “Approved” status.Select Final Approval Manager if this person is the last/highest person in the approval process. Only Final Approval Managers see the option to final approve transactions and can move them to a “Final Approved” status. In addition, if your organization would like to define limits for some approvers, you can define a limit for transaction approvals for this person. For example, a middle-level manager may only be allowed to approve transactions up to $5,000 and transactions of a higher amount would need additional approvals. During the Transaction Approval Process, cardholders or approvers can select the name of their approver from a list. However, here is a section where you can select who the default approver is for this user. You could use this for example to set a default approver for a cardholder. Or you can set up a default approver for another approver to send it up for another level of approver. You will also be able to clear a default approver here and select a different one. You can also set up a backup approver for this person; note the calendar active section for the backup approver. Approvers can also select their own backup approver through My Personal Information.Designating a person as an approver processes overnight and becomes active the next day.Next SlideFacilitator note: Forward based transaction approval process: approver only tied to hierarchy and is selected to send for the next level approval. Status-based transaction approval process: approver is on the managing acct, one for every transaction.
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Selecting a Functional Entitlement Group

Functional Entitlement Group (FEG) 

options are customized for your 

organization. Contact your Account 

Coordinator if you have questions 

on what the FEGs mean.

Some specialty FEGs need to be 

added to Program Administrator 

user profiles. Click the FEG link to view the details 

of the functionality assigned to that 

FEG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Below that is the section for Functional Entitlement Groups. Functional Entitlement Groups serve to set the viewing and processing privileges each user has within the system. These are example FEGs from our demo system, you will see the appropriate FEGs for your organization here. Contact your Account Coordinator if you have questions on what the FEGs mean.Some specialty FEGs need to be added to Program Administrator user profiles.To view the details of what privileges are included in each FEG, click the link. Next Slide
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Reviewing functionality for the FEG F = full access

V = view only access

REP = reporting only

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I selected to view the detail for the Functional Entitlement Group, “PA Admin.” Each system function on the list may be expanded by clicking the “+” sign, and a checkmark will appear next to each system function that is allowed for this specific entitlement group. Also, typically F means full access, V means view only access and REP means reporting only. These can be in combination with cardholder, approver or Program Administrator.In this section, we see that a person with the PA Admin Functional Entitlement Group can search and view cardholders, manage account information, display cardholders, and manage statements. When you are finished viewing the privileges, click on the link <<Back to Manage Login Information which will appear when you scroll down the page. Next Slide
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Select the FEG

Select the FEG

Selected FEGs 

display in this area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next section down, the accounting code view manages who sees what segments of the accounting structure. Accounting code views are set up through another function. Apply them here to user profiles. Accounting code views are set up through another function. Apply them here to user profiles. Most State of Idaho departments don’t need to worry about this – just leave it on the default.Department of Transportation should use:View 1 – For Program Administrators and ApproversView 3 – For CardholdersOnce all the selections on the user profile set up screen have been made, click Save to complete the first step of setup.  Next Slide
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Selecting the Accounting Code View

Accounting code views are set up through 

another function. Apply them here to user 

profiles. 

Most State of Idaho departments don’t need to 

worry about this – just leave it on the default.

Department of Transportation should use:

View 1 – For Program Administrators and 

Approvers

View 3 – For Cardholders

Click the FEG link to view the details 

of the functionality assigned to that 

FEG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next section down, the accounting code view manages who sees what segments of the accounting structure. Accounting code views are set up through another function. Apply them here to user profiles. Accounting code views are set up through another function. Apply them here to user profiles. Most State of Idaho departments don’t need to worry about this – just leave it on the default.Department of Transportation should use:View 1 – For Program Administrators and ApproversView 3 – For CardholdersOnce all the selections on the user profile set up screen have been made, click Save to complete the first step of setup.  Next Slide
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Successful confirmation screen

Step 1 of 3 is complete.

Entering the user’s:

- Login information

- Approval selections

- Functional Entitlement 

Group

- Accounting Code View

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This screen shows the completion of the first step of creating the user profile.Let’s go to the next step.Next slide
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Assigning accounts 

and hierarchies

Step 2 of 3:

Assign to the user:

- Accounts

- Processing hierarchy

- Reporting hierarchy

This is a critical step!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scrolling further down the user profile page, you’ll see links to assign accounts or hierarchies. For the user to be able to view specific accounts or hierarchy positions, we must assign those, as step two. If this step is not completed, the user will not be able to perform many tasks in Access Online because they won’t have visibility of the specific accounts or hierarchy levels they need.You will have the option to assign one or more individual accounts or one or more hierarchy levels. Next Slide
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Assigning accounts or hierarchies

Assign an account when the user needs to view/work with:

• One or a few specific accounts

• Accounts in different hierarchies

• Typically for cardholders; sometimes for approvers

Assign a hierarchy when the user needs to view/work with:

• Multiple accounts in an entire area of the hierarchy

• Typically for approvers and A/OPCs or PAs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assigning accounts is best when a user needs to be able to see one or a few specific accounts or if they need to see accounts in different hierarchies. One example would be a cardholder already has a user profile from online self-registration but lost his card and needs visibility of a new account. Another example is a manager who has a few direct reports who are cardholders, but they are in different departments and therefore different hierarchies. Also, you *could* use this option to assign card accounts to an approving manager of a department, although it may not be the best option… which brings me to hierarchy assignments.Assigning hierarchies is best when the user needs to see a larger number of accounts or ALL the accounts in specific area of the organization, such as for an approver or manager of a department who needs to see all the accounts for cardholders that report to him or her. Or is would be applied to a director of an organization with multiple levels that roll up to a higher hierarchy level. It’s also used for Agency/Organization Program Coordinators or Program Administrators to see all of the accounts for all of the hierarchies they need to manage.Next Slide
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Assigning accounts and hierarchies

Account assignments – for a one or 

a few specific accounts from one or 

more hierarchy levels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To assign an account, click the Edit link next to the Account Assignments. (This must be performed by an AOPC or Program Administrator.)Next Slide
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Assigning an account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here there is an option to enter the account number and click Add or click the account search link to search and select the account to assign. After entering the number or selecting the account to assign, click Save.Now, let’s go back to the User Profile Summary using the Back to User Profile Summary link at the bottom of the page.Next Slide
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Assigned account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The assigned account now appears on the table on the user profile summary screen, with options to remove it, restrict as a personal account, or for the user to add themselves as a designated user on the account.Next Slide
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Assigning hierarchies – View/Add 

Hierarchy assignments – for a larger 

number of accounts, all within one or 

more hierarchy levels

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, back to the user profile summary screen. Again, to assign a hierarchy, click the View/Add Processing Hierarchy Assignments and/or the View/Add Reporting Hierarchy Assignments link. (This must be performed by an AOPC or Program Administrator.) Since both links work the same way, we will demonstrate this using the view/add processing hierarchy assignment link.Next Slide
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Searching for a hierarchy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you know the hierarchy level numbers, you may enter them manually. Or, you may search for the hierarchy by selecting a level of access needed for the user. For our example, we select Company as it typically relates to a specific managing account. Click the Search button.Next Slide
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Selecting a hierarchy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The search results will display on the left side of the screen. The link at the top of the table – Show All Hierarchy names displays the names of the hierarchies to assist in selection.Select the appropriate hierarchy from the list on the left by placing a check mark in the box and then clicking on the Select Position button. The selected hierarchy will move to the list on the right as a selected position. Note there is also a remove button in case you want to undo the selection. When you are finished adding the hierarchy(ies), click the Accept Hierarchy button. You will return to the User Profile Home page.Next Slide
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Viewing selected hierarchies
Selected hierarchies do not display here. 

Click the link to see hierarchies applied to 

this user profile.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your selected hierarchies will not display on the user profile page. Click a link to see the hierarchies that are selected for this user.NOW, we must complete step 3 for our user profile to be fully set up, which is to add the contact information.Next Slide
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Adding contact information
Step 3 of 3:

Add contact information:

- Address, phone and 

email

- Language

- Email notifications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click Edit next to Contact Information to update contact information and email notification preferences for this user. Next Slide
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Adding demographic information

Users can update information in 

this section by going to My 

Personal Information.

Email addresses may be restricted by 

domain. For example, you can enter a 

work email but not gmail.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the contact information page, enter the address, phone number, fax number, and email address, and select a preferred output language for emails. Note that fields with asterisks are required to have something entered. Also, email addresses in Access Online may be restricted by domain by your organization. For example, you can enter a work email but not a gmail address.Although you must fill in contact information here, users can update the information in this section. Next slide
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Adding notifications For more on email notification 

options, attend this class:

Access Online Intermediate: 

How do I use Alerts and 

Notifications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you scroll down in the Contact Information section, there are a variety of options for email notifications for events such as password expiration and approval tasks. Adding statement notifications for card accounts for cardholders or for managing accounts for approvers or A/OPCs and PAs is highly recommended.For a detailed look at all notification and alert options in Access Online, please plan to attend our course: How do I use alerts and notifications.When you are done, don’t forget to click Save.Next slide
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Review the success message

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the User Profile Summary screen, you will receive a success message letting you know the contact information was successfully saved.Next Slide
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Knowledge Check Question (3)

A Functional Entitlement Group is assigned to control ____________.

A.  Transaction Dispute Status

B.  Accounting Code Views

C.  Cardholder Online Registration

D.  User’s privileges in Access Online

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s check your knowledge! You can respond in the chat if you like.[Read question and answers]Next slide
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Knowledge Check Answer (3)

A Functional Entitlement Group is assigned to control ____________.

A.  Transaction Dispute Status

B.  Accounting Code Views

C.  Cardholder Online Registration

D.  User’s privileges in Access Online

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you said the answer was D, you’re right!Next slide
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Do I need to set up a user profile for every cardholder?

Do I need to set up a user 

profile for every 

cardholder?

Yo
u 

m
ay

 b
e 

w
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another question you may wondering about is, “do I need to set up user profiles for every cardholder?”. You certainly have the option to do this, but the good news is that you do not need to, as there are two methods for cardholder user profiles to be created without having to complete the entire user profile setup we just covered.Next Slide
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Method 1 – create a user ID during card account setup

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The first method for cardholder user profile setup is to select to set up the user id for the cardholder when the card is requested. The last step of creating a new card account is to enter the user id information if desired, then proceed to the card setup review/submit/confirmation.
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Method 2 – cardholder online registration

Cardholders can set up their own user 

profiles when they register their card.

They will need:

 Access Online link/URL

 Organization Short Name

 Card number and expiration 

date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To register online and set up their own user profile, the cardholder will need the URL for Access Online and your Organization Short Name. Upon receipt of the card, the cardholder will pull up this login page and click on the Register Online link. And coming soon, you will have the option to create a user profile for the cardholder during new account setup.Next Slide
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Adding account information

1. Enter the 

Organization 

Short Name.

2. Enter the 

account 

number from 

the card.

3. Enter the 

expiration date 

from the card.
4. Click Send a 

Code.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cardholder will enter the Organization Short Name, the account number on the card and the expiration month and year from the front of the card.Then, click Send a Code.Next Slide
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Enter the Passcode

Enter the one-time 

passcode and click 

Continue.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cardholder then goes to their email for the email address on their card account and locates the passcode. A note on the page says if they don’t recognize the email address, to contact their organization – this means the program administrator. The passcode expires in 10 minutes. They can request a different one after one minute. The cardholder enters the passcode here and clicks Continue. 
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Accepting the agreement

Click to accept the 

licensing agreement 

for site use.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Licensing Agreement screen then displays. The cardholder will review the agreement, and then click the I Accept button to proceed with the online registration process. If you click the I Decline button, the system stops the online registration process.Next Slide
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Creating a user ID and password

Create your user ID 

and personal 

password.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next, the cardholder then will set up their own User ID and password. If you have a required format for the user ID, communicate that to the cardholder along with the Access Online URL and OSN.The password must be entered twice and the requirements for the password will appear on the screen once the cardholder clicks in the password field. They can click the I icon for information about password or pass phrase requirements.Next Slide
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Setting authentication questions

Select 

authentication 

questions and enter 

your responses.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Access Online requires a cardholder to select three authentication questions and type the answers. This practice increases the security of system access and thus protects the account information in Access Online. The inset image is an example of some of the question types.Cardholders can update the questions and answers at any time using the My Personal Information. Cardholders will need to answer one of the questions to reset their password. As an A/OPC, you can view the questions. You are not able to edit the questions and view the cardholder’s answers. Customer Service can also see the questions, but not the answers. Customer Service can only validate as the answers as correct/incorrect.  Next Slide
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Entering contact information

1. Enter your contact information. 

Note: email domain may be 

restricted to work email address.

2. Click Continue.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cardholder then enters their contact information.  This contact information will appear on their user profile as the “user id” contact information.Note that the email domain may be restricted to a work email address in order to make your program more secure. Click the Continue button to complete the process.Next Slide
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Cardholder login to the home screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The cardholder will then see their Access Online home page and be able to complete any necessary tasks. User profiles created through cardholder online self registration will typically include a basic cardholder-level FEG and Accounting Code View which allows them the visibility and privileges to work with only their own account.There are guides available in the Access Online Web Based Training site (under Manage Accounts and Users) that you can send to cardholders explaining how to self-register online. Next Slide
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Do AOPCs or Approvers who also have a card account need multiple user ids 

and passwords?

Yo
u 

m
ay
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g

Do Approvers and Program 

Administrators or A/OPCS who 

also have a card need multiple 

user IDs and passwords?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, here is another question you may have – do Approvers and Program Administrators or A/OPCS who also have a card account need multiple user IDs and passwords?It is strongly recommended that if an individual is a cardholder and a system user for other responsibilities, they should create separate profiles – one for their non-card related job tasks in Access Online and another as a cardholder (via online registration) to work with their own account. This is to maintain separation of duties.In the instance that this is not feasible, it is possible to add an account to an existing user profile, using the steps we saw during user profile set up.Facilitator note: if you get a question related to A/OPCs not being able to view a cardholder’s User Profile under the A/OPCs program management, here is the answer (ask a SME in the room to elaborate?) If a cardholder has a purchase and a travel card tied to their Access Online user ID, an A/OPC with access to only travel or purchase will not be able to view the cardholder’s User Profile in Access Online. Access Online Support stated cardholder’s can create a separate User ID  for the travel card and a separate User ID for the purchase card, OR the A/OPC can request processing hierarchy for both travel and purchase be added to his/her access.Next Slide
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Set up a proxy or 

backup for a user

Set up a user profile for that person. 

Give them the same settings as the 

original user, such as:

• Approval manager settings

• Account or hierarchy assignments 

• Functional Entitlement Group 

(unless you have backup FEGs)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You have the option of setting up a user as a back or proxy to another user. Let’s say that you have a director or commander in your organization who has an administrative assistant, and they want the assistant to do all the work with their transactions and to approve their transactions. Or let’s say you have an approver for the managing account certification process and you want to make a backup approver for that approver. How do you make a proxy for that user?What you do is set up a user profile for that assistant or backup person. Give them the same Functional Entitlement Groups as the original user, and assign the same accounts and/or hierarchies. Some organizations may actually have special functional entitlement groups for backups – such as for a backup approver. They will then be able to act as a proxy or backup for the original user.Next slide
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Maintaining user profiles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we have seen how to set up a profile, let’s look at how (and why) we would maintain a user profile.  First, we will learn how to look up existing users.Next Slide
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User profile maintenance under the System administration link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are back to the Access Online home page and we will go into System Administration once again. On the left navigation pane, click System Administration.Next Slide
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User profiles link to maintain a user profile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Again, the User Profile link is where you go to create or modify a user’s profile. Click User Profile.Next Slide
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Searching for a user profile

Use a % in the Last 

Name Field as a 

wildcard search

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here, instead of clicking the link to set up a new user, we can use the search function to select an existing user to update or maintain.  Search using any of these criteria: User ID, User Last Name, User First Name or Account Number fields. To access an entire user list to choose from, enter the percentage sign in the last name field – this acts as a wildcard, pulling up the entire list of users when you click on the Search button. Keep in mind that depending on the structure of your organization, the search may take a while and you may see 20+ pages of users, and for very large organizations, this is not recommended. We will enter a % sign now.Next Slide
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Selecting a user profile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With the list of users displaying, select the link of the person whose user profile you want to maintain. Next Slide
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User Profile 

screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the user profile screen you will see when you select the user from the search results. To learn how to maintain user profiles, we’ll use three common scenarios you may encounter. Next Slide
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Removing a user’s access

Scenario: Frank has left the organization and no longer 

will be using Access Online. You want to remove his user 

ID.

You need to search for the user profile to change the 

user access status to removed.

This is Frank.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s start with Frank, a cardholder who has just left the organization and no longer will be using Access Online. We need to remove his system access.Next Slide
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Removing a 

user’s access, 

edit status

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the user profile screen you will see when you select the user from the search results. This first section allows you to edit Login Information, the user’s access status, the user’s functional entitlement group and/or accounting code view, or the user’s approver status. We will click the Edit link.Next Slide
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Removing a 

user’s access 

– status 

selection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The view updates and allows the fields to be modified. The User Access Status is Active, but we want to change it to Removed since he is permanently leaving the organization. In the upper right is a guide to Access Online user access statuses, which you can view by clicking on the “i” icon next to the status drop down. [Read statuses and explanations] Note that although Removed will permanently remove a user’s access, Admin Locked can be used for temporary removal, such as in the case of a leave of absence or temporary alternate job assignment.Once we select our desired status of Removed, we’ll need to scroll down and save.Next Slide
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Removing a 

user’s access -

removed

Removed

Any change you make to a user 

profile takes effect as soon as 

you click the Save button.

Removed users may appear on 

user lists for a while after 

removal, but the removed status 

is noted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The User Profiles Summary page appears for that user and a success message displays.One thing to note is when removing a user, the profile remains in Access Online for a pre-determined time period, such as 90 days or six months, but with the Removed status. Any change you make takes effect as soon as you click the Save button. NOTE – there is no need to remove the user from the hierarchy, which would prevent the removed user from appearing on the system user list report as a user with Removed status.Next Slide
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Failed password reset

Scenario: Luis is now locked out of the system 

due to multiple incorrect password attempts. 

You want to unlock his User ID.

You need to change his access status from failed 

password back to active.

This is Luis.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s look at another example. This is Luis. He is a manager who is calling you because he has locked himself out of Access Online by entering his password incorrectly three times and he wants you to unlock his user ID. (Users can reset their password after the first or second attempt using the Forgot Password link on the login page.)We need to change his access status to active so he can log in.Next Slide
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Failed password

reset
USER, TEST

USER
TEST

Failed Password

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you search and select his user profile, you see that his User Access Status is Failed Password. To update Luis’ access and allow him to login must change him back to Active status. Click the Edit link on the User Profiles Summary page. Next Slide
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Failed 

password 

reset –

selecting 

active status

USER TEST

USER.TEST@ACME.GOV

USERTEST1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the same screen we just saw when removing access for Fred. In this case, we are changing Luis’ status from Password Failed to Active. In addition to changing Luis’ status, we also have to enter a the one-time use password for him. This is a requirement when setting any user back to Active status. Again, it is a best practice is to pick one generic password that is given to all and have users update as soon as they login. Note we have added an option to email the login credentials to the user by clicking the checkbox (the email will be sent from Access Online when you save your changes to the user profile).Next Slide
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Reset the user’s password

USER, TEST

USER
TEST

Active

USERTEST1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Luis is now showing an active status and will be now be able to log in to Access Online and enter a new personal password.Next Slide
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Knowledge Check Question (4)

Which status should be used to temporarily remove access for a user, that will allow you 

to change back to Active status at a later time?

A.  Expired

B.  Admin Locked

C.  Failed Password

D.  Removed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s check your knowledge! Since we aren’t meeting in person, I can’t ask you to raise your hands to vote for a correct answer, but you can respond in the chat if you like.[Read question and answers]Next slide
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Knowledge Check Answer (4)

Which status should be used to temporarily remove access for a user, that will allow you 

to change back to Active status at a later time?

A.  Expired

B.  Admin Locked

C.  Failed Password

D.  Removed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you said the answer was B, you’re right! Note – we did not discuss the Expired status, but this will occur when the user has not logged into Access Online within the last 90 days (or whatever other timeframe is chosen by your organization) and so their password as expired. You would need to set them back to Active and enter the one time use password so they can get back into Access Online and reset their personal password.Next slide
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Knowledge Check Question (5)

When setting a user’s status back to Active, what else must you also do?

A.  Enter the one-time use password

B.  Reset the user’s account status

C.  Check the box to email the credentials to the user

D.  Run a report to monitor the user’s access date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s check your knowledge! You can respond in the chat if you like.[Read question and answers]Next slide
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Knowledge Check Answer (5)

When setting a user’s status back to Active, what else must you also do?

A.  Enter the one-time use password

B.  Reset the user’s account status

C.  Check the box to email the credentials to the user

D.  Run a report to monitor the user’s access date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you said the answer was B and D, you’re right!Next slide
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Setting up a point of contact

When you are setting up a Program Administrator, you also need to set them up as 

a point of contact. This gives them a way to be verified by customer service to 

receive information about their hierarchies.

Important!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you are setting up another Program Administrator, you also need to set them up as a point of contact. This gives them a way to be verified by customer service to receive information about their hierarchies. This is an important step.Next Slide
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Point of contacts under the System administration link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the home page select System Administration from the left navigation pane.
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Create point of contact

Edit Point of Contact is intended to 

update information for an existing 

POC.

To change a POC for a hierarchy, 

remove the Point of Contact and 

then add a new one. This preserves 

your audit trail.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under the Point of Contact, there are options to create, edit, or find a point of contact. One thing to note about editing POCs is that this should only be used for changing the information on an existing POC, such as role or contact phone number. To change who the POC is for a hierarchy position, remove the outgoing POC and create a new one.Click on the Create Point of Contact link.Next Slide
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Point of contact –

role selection 

drop down menu

Select Program 

Administrator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Contact Information screen opens where you enter all fields on the page unless noted as optional.The email domain may be restricted here as well to a work email.Open the drop-down menu and select the Program Administrator option. Continue to scroll down the screen entering the contact information.Next Slide
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Select your hierarchy for the point of contact

Add both processing and 

reporting hierarchies if you have 

them.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After entering the contact information you click on the plus sign to open the Processing Hierarchy or Reporting Hierarchy section. Add both processing and reporting hierarchies if you have them both.Only one primary point of contact is allowed per hierarchy, and up to 99 secondary points of contact are allowed for a hierarchy. For this example, we will select Reporting Hierarchy.Next Slide
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Choosing the reporting hierarchy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You begin entering information by first selecting the bank by clicking on the drop down arrow in the Bank field and clicking on the Search link. Next Slide
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Choosing the reporting hierarchy – search screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Select the hierarchy level to search (example – level 5 for a “company” which is typically equivalent to a statement for a managing account) ) and click the Search button.Next Slide
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Select and confirm hierarchy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reporting hierarchy options are displayed below. Hierarchies must be assigned to at least the company level.An individual can be a point of contact for more than one hierarchy added, but only one primary point of contact is allowed for each hierarchy. (And up to 99 alternates)After selecting the hierarchy you click on Confirm.Note that you can search for and select up to 100 processing or reporting hierarchies. Next Slide
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Point of 

contact 

details 

review

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the review screen you can select Edit to go back and make any changes or you can click on the Save button in the lower right of the screen where you will see a Confirmation screen where you can exit or create another contact.Next Slide
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Find a point of contact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After you have created points of contact, you can locate them by going to System Administration and clicking Find Point of Contact.Next Slide
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Enter search criteria

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Select a point of contact role to search for all contacts within that role – for example, you can select to find all Approving Officials or Alternate Approving Officials. Or you can enter a person’s name. You can also leave the drop down menu at all to find everyone who is a point of contact. On the right side of the screen, there is a Show/Hide Search Criteria link. You can use this to customize your search fields.Then click Search.
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Select the point of contact

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Search results… also can export “find” results to excelA list will appear at the bottom of the screen matching the criteria you entered. Select the one you want to view and click Confirm.Note that you can also sort the list by name in ascending or descending order. You can also export the list to Excel.There is a Customize Results link that allows you to customize the information that displays on the results table and will be exported to Excel. 
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Point of contact detail page

You can run a 

Point of Contact 

report by going 

to Reporting, 

Program 

Management, 

and selecting 

the Point of 

Contact Details 

report.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The details for that point of contact will display, including role, contact information, and which hierarchies are assigned to the POC.Next slide
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Knowledge Check Question (5)

Who should be set up as a primary Point of Contact for your part of the organization?

A.  Approving Official/Billing Official

B.  Financial Manager

C.  Program Administrators or A/OPCs

D.  Cardholder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s check your knowledge! Since we aren’t meeting in person, I can’t ask you to raise your hands to vote for a correct answer, but you can respond in the chat if you like.[Read question and answers]Next slide
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Knowledge Check Answer (5)

Who should be set up as a primary Point of Contact for your part of the organization?

A.  Approving Official/Billing Official

B.  Financial Manager

C.  Program Administrators or A/OPCs

D.  Cardholder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you said the answer was C, you are correct!NOTE: There can only be one primary, AOPC but there can be multiple alternates should be backup AOPCs as necessary.Next slide
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Viewing cardholder account information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s go back to the Account Information link along the left navigation menu.First, let’s look at how to view cardholder account informationNext slide
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Account information on the main menu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Account Information section allows the user to view account profiles, including recent authorizations and statements.Next slide
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Account statements or profiles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First we’ll look at the statements section. You can view statements for a cardholder account or a managing account. Clicking on the links will bring you to a search page, no matter which option you select.Next slide
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Cardholder 

account 

statement search 

screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cardholders will see a list of their statements for their account.When you have access to more than one account, you will need to search for the account here.In the Last Name field, type a %. The % acts as a wildcard to find all names in the system.  Depending on the size of your organization, this may or may not be an efficient search method.You can enter any of the search criteria.Click Search.Next slide
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Search and select an account

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If only one account exists that matches your search criteria, then the Cardholder Statement: Select Cycle screen appears. If more than one account exists that matches your search criteria, the cardholder accounts that match your search criteria display at the bottom of the screen. Click on the Product Name link to view a statement.Next slide
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Statements screen

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For cardholder accounts you will see the statement page. Click the PDF link for any statement to view the statement in a new window.After you select the date link, a PDF of the statement displays in a new browser window that can be printed or saved. In this example, the full account number displays on the statement, however agencies can request that only the last four digits of the account number be shown. (For most, this would have been set up at program implementation.)Next slide
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Cardholder account profile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are back on the Account Information screen and now we’ll look at the account profile section. To view a cardholder profile, click Cardholder Account Profile. You can also view a managing account profile.Next slide
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Cardholders’ account profile link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOTE:  Because we have already searched for a cardholder, Access Online has “held on to” the last cardholder selected, as a shortcut that reduces the need for multiple searches. You will always have a “switch accounts” link to the right when this appears, so you can look at a different cardholder if desired.Now we can select to view account information for this cardholder or the recent account authorizations (AOPC view only).  We will first click on View Account Profile.Next slide
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Cardholders’ account profile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The  Account Profile page for the cardholder is now open and the top summary information for the cardholder is displayed. Note there is also a link on this page to the account statements page that we just visited.This has all the same information we saw in the card account setup process.Next slide
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View account authorizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We just viewed the account profile for this cardholder, this time we will view Account Authorizations. If the account has any recent authorizations they will display. If there are no recent  authorizations the system returns a message of “There are no authorizations for this account.”Next slide
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Authorizations - declined transaction link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the Account Authorizations screen the declined transaction has been highlighted. We will click on the Authorization Time link for the declined transaction.Next slide
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Declined transaction details

The reason for the declined transaction will be 

listed here. Click the other tabs for additional 

details.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After clicking on the transaction time link the details for the declined response are listed on this tab. This information can help you assess and analyze the reasons for authorizations and declines on an account. Note that cardholders can also call Customer Service to assist with declines. The decline code 0805 indicates exceeding a single transaction limit.  These codes can be found in the Quick reference guide Declined Transactions. NOTE: recent authorizations remain in Access Online for three days.Next slide
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Viewing managing account information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now let’s look at how AOPCs can view managing account information.Next slide
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Managing Account Statement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the Account Information main page, click the Managing Account Statement link to view a managing account statement. These are the statements that are generally used for billing purposes.Next slide
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Search for the managing account

Enter % in Managing Account Name field to pull up all managing 

accounts

Click Search

%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Enter search criteria like the last 4 digits of the managing account number, the Unique ID, the account name or such. A great tip is to enter a percentage sign in the Managing Account Name field for a wild card search to pull up all your managing accounts.Then click Search.
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Select the link for the account

Click the link for the account so that 

you can view the statement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results matching your search criteria appear at the bottom of the screen, so scroll down if needed.Click the link for the account so that you can view the statement
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Select the billing cycle date

Select the billing cycle date and click 

View Statement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Select the billing cycle date and click View Statement.
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View the PDF statement – top of page 1

Total amount due to be paid to 

the bank

A summary appears on page 

one

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the first page, at the very top, you can see the total amount due to be paid to the bank. You also see the account balance.You see a summary for the account.You can see the full 16-digit account number for the managing account herePrevious balanceDollar amount of purchases and other charges for this cycleAny interest chargedIt also shows check and check fees or cash advances and cash advance fees if your program uses those.It will include any late payment charges hereTotal dollar amount of creditsAny payments that were applied to the accountAnd the Account balance.
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View the PDF statement – middle of page 1

Card holder transaction detail 

appears here and on 

subsequent pages

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the middle section of page one and then on subsequent pages, is where card holder transaction detail appears. At the top of each card holder section, you see the card holder name, total amount in credits, total purchases, cash advances and total activity. Then you see a detailed list of the transactions with the posting date, transaction date, description and amount. A CR appears next to any credit amounts.
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View the PDF statement – bottom of page 1 Summary and Customer 

Service information appear at 

the bottom of page one

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the bottom of the first page displays summary and customer service information. You see the statement date, any disputed amounts for that statement period and the amount due.Ask: What questions do you have about the billing statement?
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Managing Account Profile

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Click the Managing Account Profile link to view managing account information. Next slide
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Managing Account Summary Click a link to view information about the 

managing account

View past payment information in the 

Financial History

View credit limit and available credit 

through Authorization Limits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The managing account summary screen displays. From here you can click links to view information about the account. For example, in Demographic Information, you view who is responsible for the account. In the Authorization Limits area, you see credit limit and In the Financial History, you can see a list of past payment information for the account.
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Authorization Limits
The Credit Limit is your overall credit limit 

for the managing account, including all 

associated card accounts.

Available Credit is the amount you currently 

have available for spending. It includes all 

POSTED transactions up through the last 

nightly system update.

It’s the difference between your Credit limit 

and Outstanding Balance.

When your payment to the managing account 

posts, the Available Credit goes back up (to the 

Credit Limit at the highest amount)
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Payment history for a managing account

Tabs provide 12 months and up to 

7 years of history.

View payment information.

Shows current and past info. Current is 

of last system update and shows 

POSTED information.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the Financial History screen, tabs provide 12 months of payment history and then 7 years of past history as well.The 12 month History tab is very helpful because it displays the number of payments and total dollar amount for each month (or cycle). It also shows the number and dollar amount of purchases, cash, credits and other details for each month.This gives you a quick place to go for payment history.
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Outstanding balance

See the current balance. This is how much of the 

managing account credit limit your organization has used. 

This includes POSTED items as of the last nightly update. 

It doesn’t include pending items.
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Managing personal information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s now look at how users can manage personal informationNext slide
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the left side of the navigation page is the My Personal Information section which provides passwords, contact information, account access, manage accounting code favorites, and account alerts. The Password link allows you to change your password and authentication questions.The Contact Information link allows you to update your contact info and email notifications too.Let’s click on the Contact information link.Next slide
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User ID address and 

phone number

The User ID address is what cardholders 

enter when they self-register; it may 

differ from the Cardholder address (see 

next slide).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the top of the Contact Information page, where the User ID address displays. This is the address that is set up either during the user profile set-up by an administrator or the by the cardholder during online registration. For most organizations, users can make changes to their user profile contact information. However, some organizations may have this locked down so that it can only be updated by a Program Administrator or an A/OPC. In the next section is where you enter your phone number and email address.There is also a place to manage phone numbers and email addresses.Next slideNext slide
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Cardholder address 

and phone number

The Cardholder address is what was 

entered when the account was created; 

it may differ from the User ID address. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now we will scroll down the page. When cardholders access the Contact Information screen, they will see another address section that cannot be modified. The Cardholder Account Address at the bottom is where cards and statements are sent. This is the address that was entered when the card was set up. Note that this bottom section is the information cardholders need to use when Customer Service asks for their phone number or address for verification, or when a purchase is made online or at a gas pump and it asks for the zip code.Some organizations have this section open so that cardholders can make their own changes (such as individually billed travel programs), and other organizations have it locked so cardholders can only view it and need to contact the A/OPC, or Customer Service to make changes.Next slide
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back on the Personal Information page, the Email Notification link under Contact Information allows you to select notifications for system functionality relevant to your role in the card program.Next slide
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can select to Manage Account Access , where you can see the hierarchies and accounts within your responsibility. If enabled, you may have the option to add specific accounts or hierarchy levels as needed.NOTE: In the case of a replacement card with a new account number, cardholders will need to come to this page and add the new account number to ensure visibility of the new account under their existing user profile.Managing Accounting Code Favorites is an option to save accounting codes that are frequently used for reallocations with Transaction Management. Favorites can also be created in the allocation tab within Transaction Management.Next slide
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Account alerts allow cardholders to set an email alert for potential fraud, for certain events, and for purchases. Depending on the security of your organization this may or may not be available.  These account alerts are specific to cardholders, but there is a bulk setup process for AOPCs and others to receive alerts or for AOPCs or PAs to request the alerts to be set up for their cardholders. Next slide
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Locating your resources

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please end your presentation with these slides. 
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Accessing the Web Based Training site

Click Training

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can access the Web based Training site by clicking Training on the left navigation pane on the Access Online homepage. 
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User profile resources on the WBT

Expand a topic section 

OR

search by topic keyword

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To find resources for user profiles, expand the topic Manage accounts and users. Check each tab because various types of resources are available. For example, you can get an interactive lesson, a full user guide with explanations of all fields, or a quick video that demonstrates user profile tasks.
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Wrap up
Now that you have completed this session, you should be able to:

• Create and maintain cardholder accounts

• Understand what to do if you need to create or maintain  

multiple card accounts

• Create and maintain user profiles

• View account information, including cardholder and managing 

accounts

• Update My Personal Information areas, including alerts and 

notifications

• Locate training resources
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